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PPSSPP is the best PSP* emulator out there. With the fact it will let you play ALL games without any problems at a smooth frame rate, and also let you get lots of updates as the game developers add new features to improve the quality of the game. PPSSPP is the best PSP emulator with lots of improvements. Current
version has 20-30 games working. If you run latest version you have to see warning about the support of current hardware (Gemini), but you dont need to worry about it - PPSSPP is far more powerful than the last version and will continue running all current games without problem even with less then recommended
settings. PPSSPP is the best PSP emulator with lots of improvements. Current version has 20-30 games working. If you run latest version you have to see warning about the support of current hardware (Gemini), but you dont need to worry about it - PPSSPP is far more powerful than the last version and will continue
running all current games without problem even with less then recommended settings. As we all know, games can only be boot if the internal memory of the phone is sufficient, and when you have to buy new games, it is not always easy to get a USB storage. That is where PPSSPP Gold comes in. When installing this
application, you can transfer your PSP collection, you can backup your original game library to the cloud and you can put your games into your SD card, the USB storage or any other storage. It will be easy to transfer them back to the phone after booting. How to Apply New Update:Please keep in mind, this application
requires a full backup of your game library. Backup with PPSSPP is recommended for an optimized play experience. The game data can be updated with the update above. To optimize, backup your game library again with the backup code below, and then install the update above.
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